House Rules
You are guests in the cat’s home so please be respectful! These are the
rules for the cafe that need to be acknowledged before entry.
Hand wash is provided, please use on entry and when leaving the cafe.

Do not feed the cats - they get plenty already! Always cover your food
with the food cover provided to prevent paws grabbing your treats.
Do not push the cats off the chairs or move the cats with your feet. We’ll
ﬁnd you a seat that the cats haven’t claimed.
Feel free to walk around the cafe - not run - but do not carry your hot
drinks around with you. Our cats would be very upset if you spilt it on
them or anyone else in the cafe.
The cat equipment is for cats only, please prevent adventurous children or adults - climbing on them.
No vaping or electronic cigarettes in the cafe at anytime.
Please do not pick up the cats, for any reason. Feel free to pet the cats
gently and the cats will love a nice fuss made of them.
Don’t wake a sleeping cat. Cats get cross if disturbed from their cat naps
no matter how long they have been sleeping.
Leave the cats to roam and come to you. Feel free to call them over but
do not pull the cats from any of the walkways or play equipment. Our cats
don’t like being cornered so please respect their space.
Please do not bring laser pens, play music or use ﬂash photography. The
cats are entertaining enough and they certainly have enough toys!
Enjoy your hour with us! Explore the cafe and ﬁnd all the cats you can!

Breaking the rules will result in you being asked to leave the cafe

House Rules
KIDS

with Children

Our kitties love to play so here’s a few
things to remember to help you get
along with all the kitties in the cafe.
I will not pick up the cats, push or
pull them back or pull their tails.
I will stroke the kitties gently without
hurting them. I will not poke them in
their eyes or mouths.
I will not shout or scream near the
kitties. I will be calm and respectful.
I will eat my food and not share it
with the cats.
I will listen to grown ups and staff
and do as I’m asked.
Please make sure your children follow these rules.
We’d love both children and the cats to have the best time!
If you are unsure please ask a member of staff and ask about
our cat spotting guide so kids can list all the cats they see!

Download all printable games and kitty fun at www.kittycafe.co.uk

